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1. Project Background and Location
Background
Hudson Resources Inc. (Hudson) is a Canadian mineral exploration company developing the White
Mountain (Naajat) Anorthosite Project (the Project). The material will be a key ingredient in the
manufacturing of E-Glass fiberglass. Project start-up is expected to occur in the second half of 2016
but will be dependent on permitting timelines. The project mine life is expected to exceed 20 years.
The White Mountain anorthosite is of special interest because it has high concentrations of aluminum
(30%), silica (50%) and calcium (15%), with low iron and little to no contaminants. Hudson will ship
200,000 tonnes of material (dry bulk) each year to Europe and North America. The ore to be shipped
does not contain any harmful chemicals or elements. The material will be shipped as dry bulk with the
consistency of sand (approximately .25mm in size).
Hudson is proposing to establish a mining and processing operation at the White Mountain property
(Figure 1). The Project includes:

!
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!
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!
!

Open!pit!mine;!
Processing!facility;!
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Figure 1 - Project Location
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Project Location
The Project is situated on the central west coast of Greenland at latitude 66°33’N and longitude
52°10’W. It is approximately 80 km southwest of the international airport at Kangerlussuaq and
approximately 80 km to the southeast of Sisimiut, the nearest town. The port is on the north side of
the Sondre Stromfjord.
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Figure 2 - Project and Port Location
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Figure 3 - Port Location on Sondre Stromfjord

Figure 4 - Port Site Looking South
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Figure 5 - Looking West along the Sondre Stromfjord from the Project

2. White Mountain Port Facility
The port facility will include a pier comprised of sheet piling and rock fill approximately 125 meters
long. The dock and shoreline will be outfitted with six 100-150 tonne bollards. The dock will have
hanging fenders. The dock will have all the necessary safety equipment including life buoys, ladders,
first aid kit and a small boat.
Prior to project start-up, a report on suggested navigational aids will be prepared and presented to the
DMA for approval.
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Figure 6 - Dock Facility

Figure 7 - Project Infrastructure
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3. Ship Traffic
Hudson plans to transport 200,000 tonnes of processed material to Europe, North America and Asia
annually. This will be done with eight 25,000 tonne shipments on Handysize vessels, approximately
once per month. Ice-classed vessels will be utilized as needed in the fall and winter shoulder months.
Shipping will occur from late March to early December to avoid potentially challenging ice conditions
in Sondre Stromfjord. The fjord is typically ice-free up to the end of Paradise Valley, which is across
the fjord from the Project. The exact timing of ships will be evaluated on a year-to-year basis after
taking in to consideration actual ice conditions.
Due to the open location and excellent maneuverability, it is not expected that a tugboat will be
required at the port but this will be reviewed following discussions with the captain(s) of the shipping
company Hudson selects.
Fuel shipments will be delivered by Polaroil two times per year to fill the project fuel farm tanks.
Supplies will be brought in on the ships coming in to pick up ore so it is not anticipated that there will
be a need for extra ships for project supplies.
Manpower for the Project will come from various communities around Greenland. Some employees
will travel by Air Greenland to Kangerlussuaq then by boat to the project. Others will come by boat
directly from communities such as Sisimiut and Maniitsoq. Hudson will contract local boat companies
as needed once project staff have been hired and personnel transportation needs can be finalized. Any
charter craft utilized will be required to meet the rules of the Danish Maritime Authority for personal
transportation. During winter months, depending on ice conditions, transportation of personnel may
be by helicopter.

4. Sailing Route
There is only one sailing route in and out of the project and that is along Sondre Stromfjord from the
ocean. Excellent nautical charts are available for the entire fjord. The Danish navy sailed through the
fjord in 2013 and updated the bathymetric data. The route is well navigated and sees regular ship
traffic from Royal Arctic Lines, Polaroil and cruise ships during the summer months. The fjord is over
3 km wide at the port site and there are no underwater obstacles in the area. Given all this, it is not
anticipated that there would be any concerns in bringing a Handysize bulk carrier in to the port site.
Sondre Stromfjord is a large fjord in West Greenland, located some 100 km to the south-east of
Sisimiut. It is 180 km long and consists roughly of two parts: an inner part, which is relatively wide
(about 4 km) and deep (up to about 275 m), and an outer part, which is relatively narrow (about 1 km)
and shallow (25–100 m). The outer, narrow and shallow part occupies approximately half of the fjord
(ca. 100 km), and because of its length, does not resemble a typical sill as found in many other Arctic
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fjords (e.g., Hald & Korsun 1997; Korsun & Hald 2000; Møller et al. 2006).
In the summertime, the fjord receives large quantities of freshwater from mainly three rivers that drain
meltwater from the inland ice and the smaller Sukkertoppen Ice Cap, located to the south of the fjord.
Watson River, the larger of these rivers, flows into Kangerlussuaq at the innermost point of the fjord.
The freshwater input to the fjord is much influenced by the meteorological conditions, and it usually
peaks in late July or early August. In 2005, the peak flow in Watson River exceeded 1000 m3 s-1
(Hasholt, pers. comm.). From late October to early May the flow in Watson River is close to zero
(Tinghuus, pers. comm.).
The physical oceanographic conditions in the fjord are much influenced by the strong seasonal forcing
pertinent to the polar regions. For instance, in the summertime large quantities of meltwater run-off
cause strong stratification, and in the wintertime cooling and ice formation lead to brine release and
dense water formation. Importantly, because of the strong tidal mixing in the outer, shallow part of the
fjord, the water mass of the inner, deep part of the fjord is almost decoupled from the oceanic
conditions of the coastal waters. This implies that the conditions in the inner, deep part are determined
primarily by cooling and ice formation in the wintertime, and by the meltwater run-off in the
summertime, both direct results of local meteorological conditions. (Source: Morten Holtegaard
Nielsen, Dorthe Reng Erbs-Hansen & Karen Luise Knudsen, 2010.)

5. Port of Call
The port of call will be the White Mountain port. The port has excellent access and is parallel to the
prevailing NE winds. The dock is located behind a point providing modest protection from wind and
waves. There are no cables or pipelines on the route.
Hudson will establish the necessary communication systems in order to work with incoming and
departing ships. The port will be outfitted with extensive lighting and will have a weather station,
which will be able to provide ship captains with up to date weather data.
Hudson will observe ice conditions in the fjord (and measure thickness where possible) from the
project and report this information to the ship and to Greenland Ice Service in Narsarsuaq.

6. Bathymetric Survey
In October 2013 Hudson contracted Sirius Greenland to conduct a bathymetric survey of the port area.
The survey confirmed that the dock facility will need to go out approximately 30 meters to achieve the
13 meter water depth desired. Using a diver, Sirius also videotaped the ocean floor around the port
and no hazards were identified.
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Figure 8 - Bathymetric Survey by Sirius Greenland, October 2014

The Zone of Confidence (ZOC) outlined in the nautical charts for the port area is classified as A2. A2
is defined as “All significant seafloor features detected” with a depth accuracy of 1.00 meters +2% d.
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7. Meteorological and Oceanographic Conditions
Climate
The proposed project site is located in the Arctic region with mean monthly air temperature below 10
°C.
As no meteorological data are present for the proposed mine site, the Company has chosen to use
climate data from Sisimiut and Kangerlussuaq climate stations, as the proposed site is situated more or
less
in
the
middle
between
of
these
two
stations.
See:
(http://weatherspark.com/averages/27554/Kangerlussuaq-S-ndre-Str-mfjord-Kitaa-Greenland).
The climate regimes at the two stations are characterized by costal climate (Sisimiut) and continental
climate (Kangerlussuaq). As the wind and precipitation on the Greenlandic West coast is controlled by
low-pressure passages drifting north following the West coast the proposed project site (inland) has a
climate regime most similar to Kangerlussuaq.
The average annual minimum and maximum temperatures lie within the range of – 22 ° C and +11 °C
with Kangerlussuaq showing the greatest variability, Figure 9 below. The average annual precipitation
varies between 4 mm and 52 mm for the two stations with the largest amount of precipitation falling in
August in both places. The average annual amount of precipitation is more than twice as large in
Sisimiut (382 mm), which is situated on the coast, compared to Kangerlussuaq (150 mm) which is
situated inland.
The wind conditions in Kangerlussuaq are generally light, see Figure 11, with average monthly wind
speed between 3.2 and 4.1 (m/sec) and the maximum wind speeds occur during the winter months
with November having the highest wind speed of 19.6 (m/sec). The most frequent wind direction is
from the Northeast, as seen in Figure 10.
Fog rarely occurs in the fjord near the project site, but is quite often present where the fjord meets the
ocean.
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Figure 9 - Average Temperature
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Sisimiut , source Danish Meteorological Institute.
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Figure 10 -!Wind!directions!over!the!entire!Year!in!Kangerlussuaq
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Figure 11 -!Wind!speed!data!from!Kangerlussuaq!for!the!period!from!1974!through!2012

Water Salinity

Figure 12 - Salinity at White Mountain. Data from Nielsen et al 2010.
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Tides
The Sondre Stromfjord is subject to tides with a range of 2–4 m. The tides generate flow speeds of up
to several metres per second through the narrow, shallow outer part of the fjord.

8. Ice Conditions
There!are!two!areas!for!potential!ice!issues!for!shipping;!inside!Sondre!Stromfjord,!and!along!the!
southwest!coast!of!Greenland.!!Within!the!fjord,!icing!typically!occurs!from!Kangerlussuaq!west!
to! the! outflow! of! Paradise! Valley! (approximately! 80! km! to! the! west)! during! several! months! a!
year.!!Hudson!does!not!currently!plan!to!ship!material!from!December!through!March!when!ice!
could!be!an!issue!in!the!fjord.!!!!!
Hudson!contracted!DMI!Ice!Service!to!prepare!a!report!on!the!ice!conditions!at!the!port!site.!!The!
report!looked!at!ice!conditions!in!the!area!from!2004a2014.!!The!conclusion!of!the!DMI!report!is!
outlined!below.!!The!entire!report!is!included!in!the!appendices.!
!
DMI$Report$Conclusions$
The!presence!of!winter!ice!(level!ice)!in!the!western!and!central!part!of!Kangerlussuaq!Fjord!has!
been!studied!for!a!10!years!period.!The!winter!ice!is!normally!present!as!fast!ice!up!to!70a90!cm!
thick! east! of! the! planned! harbor! location! in! the! inner! reaches! of! the! fjord! from! December! to!
May/June.! West! of! the! site! the! winter! ice! is! less! stable,! thinner! with! higher! interaannual!
variability,! which! is! reflected! in! the! statistics.! The! analysis! showed! that! the! planned! harbor!
location!seems!to!be!in!a!transition!zone!between!relatively!stable!fast!ice!to!the!E!and!transient!
fast! ice! to! the! W.! The! presence! of! fast! ice! near! the! harbor! site! may! from! 0! days! (2009a10)! to!
more!than!100!days!(2011a12).!
!
The!fjord!gradually!freezes!up!starting!at!the!fjord!bottom,!farthest!east,!where!temperatures!are!
coldest! and! the! water! has! the! lowest! salinity.! The! air! temperature! gradient! through! the! fjord!
through!winter!is!typically!around!6!degrees,!meaning!that!the!Kangerlussuaq!Airport!weather!
station! normally! records! temperatures! 4a8! degrees! below! Sisimiut! weather! station! during!
winter!(see!figure!4).!By!late!December,!early!January!the!fast!ice!edge!has!normally!reached!the!
harbor!site!or!beyond.!April!sees!a!slow!deterioration!and!retreat!of!the!ice.!MidaMay!the!fjord!is!
commonly! ice! covered! from! near! the! harbor! site! and! towards! east.! Two! to! three! weeks! later!
around!1st!of!June!the!fjord!is!open!water!with!only!a!few!patches!and!floes!of!ice!left.!!
!
In! areas! not! covered! by! fast! ice,! fjord! ice! may! form! and! drift.! The! amount! of! fjord! ice! is! very!
variable,!from!sporadic!strips!and!patches!to!copious!amounts!creating!a!temporary!block!in!the!
fjord.!The!thickness!of!drift!ice!in!this!part!of!Kangerlussuaq!would!normally!not!exceed!30!cm.!
The!mouth!of!Kangerlussuaq!Fjord!may!be!affected!by!the!Greenland!West!Ice!in!late!winter.!!
!
During!the!10!years!of!analysis!Kangerlussuaq!Fjord!has!not!frozen!in!its!entirety,!but!this!has!
happened!several!times!in!very!cold!winters!in!the!1980’s!and!1990’s.!It!was!beyond!the!scope!of!
this!study!to!include!these!years.!
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!!
Ice$Outside$of$the$Fjord$
On!the!west!coast!the!sea!ice!is!formed!locally!during!winter,!and!as!such,!it!is!rare!to!observe!
more!than!a!few!types!of!sea!ice!at!a!time!on!the!West!coast!of!Greenland,!but!icebergs!can!be!
found!all!year!round.!
In!the!area!around!Qeqertarsuaq!(Disko),!however,!exceptionally!large!quantities!of!icebergs!are!
very! likely.! This! is! due! to! the!presence! of! some! of! the! world's! most! productive! glaciers! in! this!
particular! region.! Typically,! these! icebergs! are! transported! northwards! along! the! coast! by! the!
West! Greenland! Current.! ! Afterwards,! they! drift! towards! the! Canadian! coast! following! a! north!
facing!curve,!and!finally!they!drift!southwards!with!the!Labrador!Sea!Current!along!the!Canadian!
coast.!(Source:!www.dmi.dk)!

9. Ship and Crew
The vessel that will be used for the project will be constructed and approved for navigation in icefilled waters. Prior to project start-up and selection of a shipping company, Hudson will ensure they
will meet the "Guidelines for Ships Operating in Polar Waters", issued by the International Maritime
Organization.

10. Emergency Preparedness and Risk Mitigation
Hudson will undertake all the necessary measures to meet the Danish Maritime Safety Administration
guidelines and to reduce or mitigate risks associated with marine transport to and from the project.
In the case of an emergency the local police and Sondrestrom Search and Rescue (SSR) will be
contacted. SSR is based out of Kangerlussuaq, which is only 80 km from the White Mountain project.
SSR has a Sikorski 61 helicopter stationed full-time in Kangerlussuaq. Hudson will also have a small
rescue boat at the port, which can be used for search and rescue. Port staff will undergo rescue
training as well.
A full risk assessment report will be prepared once a shipping company has been selected and prior to
the first shipment of ore.

11. Potential Environmental Effects
Although considered unlikely, it must be assumed that with additional ship traffic there will be an
increased risk of shipping accidents and potential for spills of fuel oils in to the Sondre Stromfjord.
Strong tides in the Sondre Stromfjord would carry the oil significant distances and could contaminate
shorelines.
An oil spill in Sondre Stromfjord has the potential to have a significant negative impact on marine life
and bird populations in the fjord. Birds would likely be at the highest risk as they are highly
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susceptible to the effects of oil.

12. Conclusions
The port facility will be designed to accommodate Handysize vessels capable of moving a minimum
of 25,000 tonnes of ore per shipment. Shipping will take place approximately eight months per year
from late April though November to transport 200,000 tonnes of material to Europe and North
America.
The port has excellent access and the fjord is over 3 km wide at this location allowing for good
maneuverability. Good nautical charts are available on the sailing route.
Employees will be transported by passenger boat from Kangerlussuaq, Sisimiut and Maniitsoq. Fuel
will be delivered twice a year by ship. No other shipping or boat traffic is anticipated, as operating
supplies will be brought in by the dry bulk ships.
No further investigations are required at this time.
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APPENDIX – DMI Ice Report
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1. Executive Summary
The presence of winter ice (level ice) in the western and central part of Kangerlussuaq Fjord has been
studied for a 10 years period. The winter ice is normally present as fast ice up to 70-90 cm thick east of the
planned harbor location in the inner reaches of the fjord from December to May/June. West of the site the
winter ice is less stable, thinner with higher inter-annual variability which is reflected in the statistics. The
analysis showed that the planned harbor location seems to be in a transition zone between relatively stable
fast ice to the E and transient fast ice to the W. The presence of fast ice near the harbor site may from 0
days (2009-10) to more than 100 days (2011-12).

2. Task and Approach
The task was to investigate fast ice thicknesses at the planned harbor location at 66°33'26.37"N,
52°04'3.92"W in Kangerlussuaq fjord based on satellite imagery and air temperatures from the last 10
winter seasons 2004-2014.
Based on available SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar), optical and thermal satellite data ice conditions and the
timing of freeze-up and break-up of ice in the Kangerlussuaq Fjord has been analyzed.
Coupling air temperature data with the timing of fast ice formation at the harbor location, the maximum
thickness of level fast ice has been estimated empirically.

3. Data
The analysis is based on a suite of satellite imagery in the DMI data archive:
MODIS Terra and Aqua - optical and therefore dependent on day-light and clear skies. Because of
winter darkness there is no MODIS data from the area between Late November and Late January. The
resolution of MODIS is 250m.
Radarsat-2 – SAR. Synthetic Aperture Radar is independent from day-light and weather. The resolution
of Radarsat imagery varies between 100m.
Envisat – SAR. Same features as Radarsat-1.
NOAA AVHRR – optical and thermal bands. The optical band of the NOAA AVHRR instrument is
dependent on day-light. The thermal band is day-light independent but needs clear skies. The
resolution of NOAA AVHRR data is 1000m.
Analysis of the ice seasons 2004-2007 are primarily based on NOAA AVHRR data. For the years 2008-2014
the examination of freeze-up is based primarily on NOAA imagery whereas mid-winter/break-up events
have been tracked on MODIS imagery. Radarsat-2 and Envisat SAR imagery have been consulted when
available.
Climate data from the only nearby weather stations, Sisimiut and Kangerlussuaq Airport has been used in
the analysis and for estimation of fast ice thickness.
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4. Ice Conditions
The fjord gradually freezes up starting at the fjord bottom, farthest east, where temperatures are coldest
and the water has the lowest salinity. The air temperature gradient through the fjord through winter is
typically around 6 degrees, meaning that the Kangerlussuaq Airport weather station normally records
temperatures 4-8 degrees below Sisimiut weather station during winter (see figure 4). By late December,
early January the fast ice edge has normally reached the harbor site or beyond. April sees a slow
deterioration and retreat of the ice. Mid-May the fjord is commonly ice covered from near the harbor site
and towards east. Two to three weeks later around 1st of June the fjord is open water with only a few
patches and floes of ice left.
In areas not covered by fast ice, fjord ice may form and drift. The amount of fjord ice is very variable, from
sporadic strips and patches to copious amounts creating a temporary block in the fjord. The thickness of
drift ice in this part of Kangerlussuaq would normally not exceed 30 cm. The mouth of Kangerlussuaq Fjord
may be affected by the Greenland West Ice in late winter.
During the 10 years of analysis Kangerlussuaq Fjord has not frozen in its entirety, but this has happened
several  times  in  very  cold  winters  in  the  1980’s  and  1990’s.  It  was  beyond  the scope of this study to include
these years.

4.1 Fast ice development and extent
The development of fast ice near the harbor site has been tracked on satellite imagery. In Table 1 below is a
summary of first fast ice near harbor site, when the site is clear of the retreating fast ice and the timing of
events. Dates indicated are approximate dates as the ice formation or breakup may be a slow process or
satellite data may be insufficient in spatial or temporal resolution or coverage to set a specific date at the
harbor location.
Season

First fast ice
near harbor site

Harbor site clear
of fast ice*

Fast ice development near the harbor site

2004-05

Around 31
December

Around 15 April

By the end of December fast ice reaches the harbor site. Max
extent is reached just past the site during the beginning of
January. Around the middle of April the fast ice edge retreats E of
the harbor location.

2005-06

Around 31
December

Around 20 April

By the end of December fast ice encroaches from the E. During
the first 2 weeks of January it extends past the harbor site to
reach its max extent approx. 10 km to the W. During the last
weeks of April it retreats again to just E of the harbor location.

2006-07

Around 21
December

Around 1 May

By 21 December fast ice has formed at the harbor site. It reaches
its max extent during the first part of January approx. 8 km W of
the site. By the beginning of May the fast ice has retreated E of
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the point.
2007-08

Around 1
January

Around 15 May

By the beginning of January the fast ice edge has passed the
harbor site and reached its max extent approx. 25 km W of the
site. In the beginning of April it starts retreating and by mid-May
it has cleared to the E of the port site.

2008-09

Around 28
December

Around 15 May

By 28 December fast ice is consolidating near the harbor site. The
rd
fast ice edge forms right at the site and stays there. During the 3
week of February it advances to its maximum extent approx. 20
km W of the port site. Late April sees advanced melting of fast ice
in the vicinity. By May 15 the ice edge is just E of the port site.

2009-10

-

-

During early December fast ice starts forming a few km E of the
harbor site. During December and January it consolidates approx.
st
3 km E of the site. By the 1 week of February the fast ice edge
has retreated to a position 7 km E of the harbor site.

2010-11

Around 10
March

Around 19 May

The fast ice is patchy even at the most E reaches of the fjord
during December and January. Around 10 February it has
consolidated and reached a position a few km E of the harbor
site. 10 March the fast ice has passed the site and 16 March it
reaches max extent approx. 10 km to the W. 31 March sees
disintegration starting at the tributary W of the site. The decay
continues slowly – by 19 May the fast ice edge is just E of the site.

2011-12

Around 9
December

Around 6 May

9 December to early January the fast ice edge lingers right in the
vicinity of the harbor site. 4 January it has passed the port. The
ice reaches its maximum extent 21 km W of the port around 7
March. 28 March sees beginning decay of the fast ice opposite
the mouth of a small tributary just W of the port site. By 11 April
the ice edge is retreating and by 6 May it is just E of the site.

2012-13

14-22 February

12-20 April

31 December the fast ice edge is just a few km E of the harbor
site. It remains around this position until 22 February when it
advances past the port. It reaches its maximum extent 3-6 km to
the W around 8 March. 19 March it starts retreating, 12 April it is
a few km E of the harbor site.

2013-14

12-26 January

Around 31 March

Fast ice encroaches from the E during late December/early
January reaching the harbor site sometime during the period 1226 January. The fast ice reaches its max extent approx. 18 km W
of the site at the end of January. 9 February sees a small retreat,
but the fast ice edge is still W of the site. In March the fast ice
edge lingers right on the port site before it retreats a few km E of
the site around March 31.

Table 1. Fast ice summary for 2004-2014.
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The site of the proposed harbor seems to be in a transition zone. East of the location, the presence of fast
ice is stable most years, whereas the extent to the west of the port site is much more dynamic and variable.
Approximately 7 km W of the site is the mouth of a tributary, where melting of the fast ice is often
noticeable. Furthermore the fast ice edge often sits right near the port site for longer periods before
advancing or retreating.
In figure 1 below are some examples of fast ice conditions in the Kangerlussuaq Fjord. The harbor site is
marked by a red dot.
10 February 2009: Fast ice
edge stationary early
January to mid-February in
the vicinity of the harbor
site.
MODIS Aqua imagery
courtesy of NASA.

03 March 2012: Melting of
fast ice is visible at the
mouth of a tributary
approx. 7 km W of the
harbor site. Location
marked with a red arrow.
MODIS Aqua imagery
courtesy of NASA.
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March 13 2014: After a
small retreat, the fast ice
edge is stationary in the
vicinity of the harbor site
during much of March.
MODIS Aqua imagery
courtesy of NASA.

14 May 2012: Rotting and
decaying fast-ice. The fast
ice edge sits a few km E of
the harbor site.
MODIS Aqua imagery
courtesy of NASA.

Figure 1. Examples of fast ice distribution in Kangerlussuaq.
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The blocking of passage to the harbor site by fast ice has been recorded and visualized on a monthly basis
in Figure 2. The position of the fast ice edge has been recorded as either west of the harbor site or in the
immediate vicinity of the harbor site.

Season

November

December

January

February

March

April

2004-05
2005-06
2006-07
2007-08
2008-09
2009-10
2010-11
2011-12
2012-13
2013-14

Fast ice edge near harbor
site, passage may be
blocked
Fast ice edge W of harbor
site
Passage to the harbor site
not blocked by fast ice

Figure 2. Location of fast ice edge in Kangerlussuaq relative to the planned harbor site.
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May

June

Figure 3. The westernmost extent of the fast ice during the last 10 ice seasons extracted from
satellite data.

4.2 Fast ice thickness
Climate data from Kangerlussuaq and Sisimiut weather stations have been used for the estimation of fast
ice thicknesses.
Figure 5 shows the 10 year average monthly air temperatures recorded at Kangerlussuaq and Sisimiut
weather stations. The temperature gradient through the fjord is most pronounced in January where it is
8°C. In order to estimate the temperatures at the location of the planned harbor site for use in the fast ice
thickness estimates, temperature data from Kangerlussuaq has been weighted 60% and Sisimiut data 40%.
The location of the two weather stations is shown in Figure 4 below. Red dot is the planned harbor site.

Figure 4. Location of weather stations
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Climate data 2005-2014
Air temperature in °C

15
10
5
0
-5

Kangerlussuaq

-10

Sisimiut

-15

July

June

May

April

March

February

January

December

November

October

September

August

-20

Figure 5. 10 year average monthly mean surface air temperatures recorded at DMI weather stations
Sisimiut and Kangerlussuaq.

Many empirical relations between air temperature and sea ice growth are available. In the current study
the relations developed by Zubov (1945) are used. By experience ice growth declines in late winter and due
to the heat flux balance some very slow ice thickness reduction may occur, even in negative air
temperatures. Consequently, the theoretical maximum fast ice thickness is assumed to be reached by the
end of March at the harbor location.
The local environmental conditions at the planned harbor site are not well known, hence the maximum ice
thicknesses in Table 2 below are theoretical estimates. Many factors not taken into account here may
affect the fast ice development eg. the salinity of the water, snow cover, local currents/bottom melt or
colder/warmer temperatures than estimated. There may be considerable local variations.
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Season

Approximate time
of fast ice
consolidation at the
harbor location

Approximate
number of days
until 31 March1

Mean air
temperature during
the period2

Theoretical
maximum thickness
of level ice

2004-05

31 December

90

-10°C

55 cm

2005-06

31 December

90

-14°C

71 cm

2006-07

21 December

100

-12°C

67 cm

2007-08

1 January

90

-17°C

82 cm

2008-09

28 December

90

-14°C

71 cm

2009-10

-

-

-

-

2010-11

10 March

20

-16°C

28 cm

2011-12

9 December

110

-16°C

70 cm

2012-13

18 February

40

-12°C

36 cm

2013-14

21 January

60

-14°C

55 cm

Table 2. Theoretical maximum thickness of level fast ice at the planned harbor site in Kangerlussuaq
estimated from Zubovs relations and based on air temperatures and the period with fast ice present near
the harbor site. Ridged or rafted ice or even icebergs would only occur occasionally in Kangerlussuaq.
1
The maximum fast ice thickness is considered to be reached by the end of March at the harbor location.
2
Temperature data from Kangerlussuaq has been weighted 60% and Sisimiut data 40%.
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5. Appendix
Mean monthly air temperatures at Kangerlussuaq and Sisimiut weather stations
Mean monthly air temperatures in °C at Kangerlussuaq
Month/Year

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

January

-19.5

-23.3

-17.0

-21.7

-15.7

-12.1

-13.8

-19.9

-16.9

-14.5

February

-10.1

-17.7

-9.6

-23.4

-14.3

-9.8

-17.8

-18.2

-17.3

-16.6

March

-4.2

-9.5

-14.3

-15.4

-20.3

-12.9

-17.9

-21.5

-9.1

-17.0

April

-5.1

-5.9

-9.3

-3.4

-7.3

-3.1

-16.0

-2.4

-2.3

-9.6

May

2.4

5.0

2.6

5.5

3.1

8.1

1.3

5.5

-0.1

2.2

June

10.4

8.5

10.7

11.0

9.9

10.9

10.7

11.6

10.9

11.7

July

11.1

11.0

11.5

11.8

11.3

11.5

12.5

12.3

11.2

9.7

August

8.7

9.3

9.3

8.0

9.2

10.7

9.5

8.9

7.8

September

1.8

5.1

1.9

3.1

2.3

6.1

2.5

5.1

4.0

-6.6

-4.1

-7.4

-4.7

-6.0

-2.3

-8.8

-2.2

-4.5

October
November

-9.0

-6.5

-14.3

-11.0

-9.5

-16.6

-4.6

-13.4

-12.6

-10.8

December

-20.2

-13.5

-16.9

-17.8

-14.8

-12.2

-5.0

-15.2

-16.3

-18.4

Mean monthly air temperatures in °C at Sisimiut
Month/Year

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

January

2004

-11.3

-13.1

-8.5

-13.3

-7.2

-6.2

-5.9

-11.6

-9.1

-8.0

February

-6.6

-8.5

-5.8

-15.6

-9.5

-4.5

-9.4

-11.4

-10.5

-11.2

March

-3.1

-5.7

-9.7

-11.0

-14.4

-6.4

-11.3

-15.1

-6.3

-12.6

April

-3.8

-4.9

-7.0

-4.0

-5.5

-2.1

-10.4

-3.5

-3.2

-8.2

May

0.8

2.4

0.6

3.0

1.4

4.3

0.3

2.4

-1.4

0.4

June

5.5

5.6

5.6

5.3

5.4

6.4

5.7

8.0

5.4

6.3

July

8.6

8.2

8.5

9.9

9.0

8.7

9.0

10.3

7.8

7.0

August

8.1

8.3

9.2

6.7

8.7

10.2

8.2

8.6

7.1

September

3.7

5.6

3.8

4.2

3.4

6.9

4.2

5.6

4.3

-0.7

0.9

-1.5

-1.1

-1.1

1.8

-2.1

1.5

-0.6

October
November

-2.6

-2.2

-6.3

-4.3

-4.7

-7.7

0.1

-5.4

-4.8

-5.4

December

-10.6

-5.9

-8.9

-8.9

-9.0

-4.0

-0.9

-8.0

-7.1

-9.7

13

14

15

